
 

Brant Lake Week 5 Harvest Summary 2015 
Crew Leader:  Kyle Jaquis 
Week of:  9/14/15 
Crew:   Pete Morehouse, Justin Fabian 

 
Operations:  
 
Monday: Began the week diving the bay between the Grassville Road and the Narrows that lead to the boat 
ramp locating a few patches of large multiple stemmed plants scattered throughout the wide littoral zone. 4 
bags are removed. Continued north through the Grassville area finding 2 bags of scattered single stemmed 
new growth milfoil as well as numerous large multiple stemmed old growth plants. Finished the day in the cove 
South of Point O' Pines removing 3 more bags. 
 
Tuesday: Started the day southeast of Point O' Pines responding to some Shore Line Monitor Buoys. One of 
the buoys was marking possible Curly Leaf Pond weed. Upon entering the water it was verified that the plants 
were actually native pondweed.  However a small bed of old growth milfoil growing to the surface was 
removed, producing 6 bags. Relocated to the rock shoal north of Shutltz Island where a dense bed was 
removed previously. 2 bags of new growth were removed. Continuing north up the western shoreline 
responded to another SLM report (s83) removing 1/2 of a bag. Moved to the eastern side of the lake to SLM 
site s76 (cove on the Northern part of Brant Lake Farm). Removing a small patch of old growth milfoil 
producing 1 bag. Continuing north in front of the Brant Lake Farm another 3 bags were removed of small new 
growth plants scattered through the area. After a late lunch a dive of Sunset Cove rock pile was done removing 
1/2 a bag of new growth milfoil. 
 
Wednesday: Began diving the Eastern portion of the North bay working toward the white house with large 
swimming area. Just north of the YMCA camp on the point near some old milfoil mats marked with buoys a 
small patch of new growth plants was removed producing 2 bags. Along mostly undeveloped shore to the white 
house 1.5 bags of scattered young plants were removed. Working our way along the front of the northern 
wetland occasional dense growth was removed adding up to 7 bags. 
 
Thursday: Continued working the northwest corner of North Bay. An extremely dense bed was found in the 
shallows near the row of swim platforms. Some plants were flowering at the surface. 31 bags were removed. 
Relocated to the area north west of clear water outlet finding and removing a patch of young new growth plants 
adding up to 9 bags. 
 

Total Bag Count:  72.5 bags  1,812.5 lbs 

 
Recommendations: The high bag count this year on Brant Lake coincides with many other lakes this season. 
The lake has had extremely good clarity allowing plants to grow quickly between AIM harvests. The most 
alarming site this past week has been the northwest corner of the northeast bay. This has been an area that 
has consistently been worked yet milfoil is growing and spreading at a fast rate. Most likely due to its fertility 
and dominant south winds blowing fragments to the area. I would recommend that this spot be heavily 
monitored. Next season I would advise consecutive week harvests if possible. This will let crews to clean pick 
any dense patches that are found. Not allowing rapid re-growth to the auto fragmentation stage, slowing growth 
all around. 











 


